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‘It took years to get a diagnosis’

‘It was terrible to see 
the state she was in’



§‘Ambition’ to raise diagnosis rates to 65%
§Dementia prevalence calculator
§Dementia CQUIN in hospitals
§Original GP Dementia DES
§‘Cash for diagnosis’ GP Dementia DES



Will dementia policies solve the problem? 

Will they do any harm?
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With Dementia: 50

Correctly identified: 88% of 50 = 44

Diagnosis missed: 6

No dementia: 50

Correctly identified: 86% of 50 = 43

Incorrectly labelled as dementia = 7 

Numbers diagnosed = 44 + 7 = 51 of which only 7/51 
(14%) are misdiagnosed

Compares to 67% in the screening group





Hospital Dementia CQUIN

GP Dementia DES

Case Finding? Really?



Target Diagnosis Rates

The Dementia Prevalence 
Calculator

Every CCG and every GP 
practice given a target



How do we work out how many people 
there are that we don’t know about?!



Delphi – A group of experts making best guesses 
over 6 old studies

MRC CFAS 2 
Norwich, Cambridge, Newcastle 7635 pts

65+ years: prevalence rate 6.5%



Binscombe Medical Centre: December figures

Diagnosis rate 80.24%

Dementia ‘Gap’ 25 patients

Is this precision justified?

That’s to the nearest 100th of a patient!



§Understanding disease
§Tracking epidemiological changes
§Estimating resource needs
§Setting health priorities

§Setting target diagnosis rates?



The example of Diabetes

6.9% 
5.0%-10.0%
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Herefordshire CCG
Local target worth £200-£300 000

Bristol CCG
Paying GPs £164 to diagnose, plus a £200 bonus for 
increasing diagnosis rates by 5%



There’s no 
exception 
reporting for 
a diagnosis





Are we just counting numbers?

35 000 new diagnoses Sept to Jan

What is the quality of these diagnoses?

How many are inaccurate?

Have patients benefitted, or just a coding 
exercise?

Have others been put off seeing their GP?

Have we swamped memory clinics?



£55 for a diagnosis - £5m

Dementia CQUIN up to £1m per Trust 

160 Trusts



And how to get the most out of them



Dedicate the whole appointment to it



It really helps to have 
someone with you



…but they won’t be able to say 
much back

…and they will have to respect 
your confidentiality too.



Scans only help decide the type of 
dementia

Cognitive testing is important

…as is the way things change 
over time



Or Things I have found to be useful



The family 
are often the 
ones who 
have to 
learn new 
rules



‘It took me a long time, 
but eventually I realised I 

had to enter into his 
world’



If you find yourself 
going round in 
circles, don’t get 
cross, try something 
different



Celebrate the memories that are there to reduce the 
stress about the ones that aren’t

…music, cooking, hobbies, past interests…



§Power of attorney
§Your contact details on the notes
§Permission to speak to the GP
§Lions Green Bottle scheme
§Dignity may matter more than safety

§(Atul Gawande ‘Being Mortal’)



Free national 
helpline



http://d4dementia.blogspot.co.
uk/
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